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The trophies in Bloodborne are unlockable digital award-winning shelves for your achievements in the game. This page lists general trophies and a guide on how to get them. Please beware of spoilers. Click on the table title to sort. Bloodborne Trophies Trophy How to Get Value All trophies purchased. Hats off! Take all the other trophies. You survived the
hunt and saw the other day. Accept Herman's last request. Fascinated by the presence of the moon, you promise to follow the hunter's dream. Defeat Herman without even consuming three-thirds of the umbilical cord. You have become a Great Child, lifting humanity into its next childhood. Purchase and consume three-thirds of the umbilical cord. Before
defeating Herman. Defeat Jarram, the Bloody queen of the Old Maze. Defeat Yharnam, the boss on the final layer of the Great Pthumeru Ihyll Chalice. Purchase all hunting weapons Acquire all weapons. Firearms are on. Purchase all the special tools of the hunter. Buy all of Hunter's tools. Purchase weapons of the highest level. Completely upgrade the
weapon. See The Workshop for information on how to do it. Acquire an extremely precious pearl of blood. Get a bloodstone rank 15 or higher that can be found in the depths of 4 Dungeons. Purchase the hugely precious Caryll Rune. In the elevator behind the locked right door in the Cathedral Parish there is a hidden path that leads to one of these run. Get
the entrance to Cainhurst, a lost and ruined castle. Purchase Cainhurst and then head to the monument at the Hemwick Crossing. Get an entrance to the kingdom of the choir, the high layer of the Healing Church. Purchase the Upper Cathedral Key and head to the top of the Cathedral Ward. Discover an abandoned old workshop, the source of the hunter's
dream. Hidden door in the basement of the cathedral tower. Don't jump down. Get the entrance to the Byrgenwerth lecture building, which drifts inside the realm of the nightmare. After defeating The One Reborn or being captured by a smaller amygdala in Cathedral Parish, having tonsil stone in your inventory. Defeat the beast that was once Gascoigne's
father. Defeat Father Gascoigne in Central Yarram. Defeat the beast that was once Vicar Amelia. Defeat vicar Amelia in the Cathedral Parish. Defeat Shadow Jarram. Defeat shadow of Yarram in the Forbidden Forest. Defeat of the Great: Rum, Empty Spider. Defeat Roma, Empty Spider on Moon Lake. Defeat the One Renaissance. Defeat the One Reborn
in the Yahar'gul Chapel. Defeat Mikolash, the master of Nightmare. Defeat Mikolash, the master of Nightmare at the Mergo Loft Base. Defeat the Great: Wet Nurse Mergo. Defeat the wet mergo nurse at the Merso Loft: Mid. Defeat cleric The Beast. Defeat the Beast's Cleric in Central Yarra. Defeat the bloodthirsty beast. Defeat the bloodthirsty beast in Old
Yarra. Defeat the witch from Hemwick. Defeat the witch from Hemwick in Hamwick Charnell Lane. Darkbeast Paarl. Defeat Darkbeast Paarl at Cemetery Cemetery Defeat of the Great One: Amigdala. Defeat the Almond in the Nightmare Frontier. Defeat the martyr Logarius. Defeat the martyr Logarua at Cainhurst Castle. Defeat of the Great: Heavenly
Emissary. Defeat the Heavenly Emissary in the Lunar Flower Garden. Defeat of the Great One: Ebryetas, Daughter of Cosmos. Defeat Ebryethas, the Daughter of Cosmos in the altar of despair. Purchase a pearl of blood, which fills hunting weapons with special force, acquire a bloody gem. Purchase Caryll Rune, which gives hunters special power. Buy
Caryll Rune. Purchase a bowl to Ptumera, which seals the catacombs that form a cobweb deep under the Yarn... Buy the Ptumera Bowl (defeat the bloodthirsty beast). Purchase the bowl of The Sick Laurent, which seals the tragic land lost to the sands. Defeat the Almond. Purchase the Great Bowl of Isha, which seals the house of cosmic relatives. Defeat
Ebryethas, Daughter of Cosmos. Buy all the old hunter weapons. Acquire all the old hunters' weapons Defeat of the Great: Orphan Kos. Defeat of orphan Kos Defeat of the Beast, which was once Ludwig, Holy Blade. Defeat Ludwig Defeat of Lady Mary astral Clock Tower. Defeat Lady Mary Defeat failed attempts to become Great. Defeat of the living failures
defeat the beast that was once Lawrence, the first vicar. Defeat Lawrence Check Out My Bloodborne Platinum Trophy Review for my thoughts on the game, and for understanding what it was like to earn a platinum trophy. Bloodborne is a hardcore RPG from Devil's Minds on from software similar to Dark Souls. You play as a newly appointed hunter who
wakes up in the Gothic city of Jarram. However, instead of finding friendly citizens living their daily lives, elditch's rabid beasts and horrors haunt the streets. It's up to you to relive the night and discover a lot of Yharnam's disturbing secrets. Bloodborne is like Dark Souls in many ways, but the fight is faster and rewards aggressive gameplay. You won't find a
block mechanic here, instead the fight is based almost entirely on dodging, parrying and quick attacking before retreating to a safer distance. Each weapon has a 2nd form activated by clicking, which can really open up your attack combos and offer you a little more reach and praise melee gun gun. This gun is not actually used to deal with damage, as it is a
tool to stun enemies and fended off attacks leaving them open to an endlessly satisfying and brutal Visceral attack. Just like Dark Souls, Bloodborne is all about fighting bosses, of whom there are quite a few. You can absolutely board this game without ever killing the enemy, except for the bosses, and reach level 100 just picking up each coolly item using
them and then leveling up every time you Dream Hunter (just watch some of the platinum speedruns on YouTube). However, I would advise you to fight the enemies and pick up the pick one point you encounter. Phase 1 - Defeat each boss and collect all the weapons and tools until the final boss. Your absolute first goal should be to get used to the fight in
Bloodborne. If you are from Sekiro, then you will notice that the fight is much slower and you may have a false sense of confidence, but have not deceived it. Enemies in Bloodborne can hit very hard and if you try to rush them too much, you will be caught off guard and punished. If you're from Dark Souls, then I'm told that the fight is similar, only a little
faster, so play it safe, but try to be a little more aggressive than you would normally be in Dark Souls. Fortunately, the first two bosses, Cleric Beast and Father Gascoigne, are excellent to handle the fight. Cleric Beast is a big beast as a (spirit) boss and will help you master dodging. Father Gascoigne is a human boss and much harder than cleric the beast,
but he will teach you how to parry and execute visceral attacks if you fight him properly- there are a few simple cheeses you can use against him, but it's much better if you fight him as the game intends. After these two bosses, you have to start focusing on collecting weapons and tools (there are weapons inside the sick Loran Chalice Dungeon so you won't
be able to get them all at this stage) dotted around the world. You should also focus on upgrading one weapon to the maximum level of No 10. I would recommend using a Hunter saw as given to you in the beginning, it's fast, does a lot of damage, and has a combo that staggers almost all enemies. Here is a list of all weapons and tools and their location.
The only thing you really need to keep in mind is the collected 3 umbilical cords. They are easy to miss and as far as I can remember, the game never makes a point of letting you know you need them. Here's a quick guide to their whereabouts. Just keep exploring and defeating the bosses, and eventually you have to meet a boss named Ebrietas, the
daughter of Cosmos. This boss is the ultimate boss you have to kill before you can reach the ending so kill her and return to the hunter's dream but don't talk to Herman yet. We need to make some dungeon bowls. Phase 2 - Complete the Preset Dungeon Bowl and Kill the Blood Bowl Dungeons is randomly generated and quite difficult. However, we only
need to complete pre-installed dungeons that are not randomly generated, and your progress in them is transferred to each NG, and their complexity does not increase. This is fine if you want to split the whole guide into 3 or more passing and tackle the dungeon bowls a bit each time. However, if you want to do it all in one passage then ignore Herman at the
moment and dive straight in. there are 5 dungeons you need to complete and there are items that you need to find each of them in order to start the next dungeon. 1. Pthumeru Chalice Dungeon You will get a bowl for this dungeon by defeating the Blood Starved Beast, and you will need x2 Ritual Blood (1) and 1000 Echoes of Blood to start this dungeon. 2.
Central Pthumeru Chalice Dungeon You will get a bowl for this dungeon by defeating the guard dog boss of the Old Lords from the previous dungeon, and you will need x6 Ritual Blood (2), which you can find in the previous dungeon, and 1800 Echoes of Blood to start this dungeon. 3. Lower Pthumeru Chalice Dungeon You will get a bowl for this dungeon by
defeating the descendant of Ptemuterium from the previous dungeon, and you will need x9 Ritual Blood (3) - which can be found in the previous dungeon- and 3200 Echoes of Blood to start this dungeon. 4. Sick Laurent Bowl Dungeon You will get a bowl for this dungeon by defeating the Almonds, and you need x9 Ritual Blood (4) - which can be found in the
previous dungeon, and 5500 Echoes of Blood to start this dungeon. Don't forget to find the Beast Claw weapon in this dungeon. 5. Desecrated Dungeon Bowl You will get a bowl for this dungeon by defeating the Bloodletting Beast from the previous dungeon, and you will need x9 Ritual Blood (4) - x2 Bastard Laurent - x22 Arcane Haze, which can be found in
the previous dungeon. The haze can be extracted inside the hunter's dream in the same place where you upgrade the weapon, and 5500 echoes of blood to start this dungeon. This dungeon is cursed and will reduce your bar health to half. 5. Great Pthumeru Ihyll Chalice Dungeon You will get a bowl for this dungeon by defeating the amygdala (e.g. 2) from
the previous dungeon, and you will need x9 Ritual Blood (5) - x4 Red Jelly - x25 Arcane Haze - x1 Living String-Ritual Blood (5) can be found in the previous dungeon. In the lecture hall of the 1st floor is Red Jelly. The arcame is extracted in the Hunter's dream. Living String can only be acquired by killing Mensis's brain and 11,500 blood echoes to start this
prologue dungeon.s and buckle up to a tough fight. At the end of the Great Ptumera Ihill Dungeon you will find the Ptemeria queen. It's not as tough as the last few bosses you've fought in the Dungeon Bowl, however, it's probably for the best if you make sure you have high blood resistance, fully upgraded weapons, and being above level 100 to make things
easier. Phase 3 - Purchase all three endings after you've defeated the Blood queen from the last Chalice dungeon, save your game and download your save file to PS or USB. Go talk to Gerhman and talk to him. At the end of the day he has to ask you a question. Choose To Accept and Watch cutscene. Download the save file and talk to Herman again. This
time choose To refuse, defeat Herman and watch cutscene play. Download the file but before talking to Gerhman, Gerhman, All 3 umbilical cords first. Go talk to Gerhman and choose Rejection. Defeat him again and you will face the real final boss (he is not too hard). Defeat him and watch the final. Phase 4 - PlatGet! If you followed this guide, then you
should have unlocked the platinum trophy as soon as you saw the last of the three endings. Thank you for choosing PlatGet as the source for this guide, consider checking out our reviews and guides! I hope this guide has helped you earn platinum. Follow us on Twitter @GetPlat or Instagram @platget updates on new reviews and guides, as well as small
anecdotes about our platinum travels. Travel.
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